Introduction
For many years, data hiding techniques have been used and have detained the thoughts of the researchers as one of the important fields in information security. Steganography is defined as the art of hiding confidential data inside multimedia aspects. Image steganography has interrelated common services of protecting the information confidentiality and integrity; meanwhile it scrambles the data into meaningless form. Unlike cryptography [4] , steganography is implemented using cover medium which may include an image, audio or video. Cover-medium (also known ashost-medium or stego-medium) is the carrier wherein the secret information is embedded.
In general, steganography system involves embedding process and extracting process for the sender and receiver parties. At the sender side, the embedding process produces the cover image which hides the secret data. Typically, hiding data inside image pixels indeed requires choosing the pixels secretly using a secret key. Meanwhile, secret key is commonly known as a stego-key. Whereby, receiver party should then extract the hidden secret data from the received stego-image. The general steganographic scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The security of steganographic techniques is predominantly affected by three major components [4, 6] ; Imperceptibility, capacity (payload) and robustness. Imperceptibility refers to the statistical matches between the cover file and stego-file. Identical statistics will always bestow better imperceptibility. On the other hand, capacity refers to the maximum amount of secret information that can be embedded in the cover file. Generally, steganographic primitives aim at maximising the capacity and minimising the perception of hidden messages in the stego-file. From the robustness perspective, steganographic developers aim at designing steganographic schemes that can show robustness against visual and statistical attacks, as well as against image manipulation. One of the simplest techniques used for hiding a significant amount of information in a multimedia file is the Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique [8] . In modern computer systems, 24-bit Bitmap Image (BMP) or 32-bit Cyan Magenta Yellow and Black (CMYK) image files are used to store digital image files. LSB typically uses 24-bit image to hide the secret information. However, LSB process actually needs stego-key to control the steganographic process such as the selection of pixels which are later used to embed the secret binary information. Figure 2 represents impact of embedding the letter "A" in a given 3 pixels-24 BMP image file. However, in this paper, we are presenting an improved steganographic scheme based on fractal set. In particular, we will rely on the integration between Mandelbrot and Julia fractal sets to embed secret information by generating key-dependent data to achieve higher levels of security. In the proposed method, the stego-key is generated using key dependent data protocol that is based on matching the secret data and Julia set value.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 provides an overview off ractals. Section 3 discusses the related works. The proposed scheme is introduced in section 4. A number of performance and security tests are performed and the results are presented in section 5. A concluding remark is given in section 6.
Fractals
The word fractal is derived from the complex number that consists of real and imaginary number components. It is defined as a point on the complex plane such that the point Z is defined in Equation (1):
Where x is the corresponding point over the horizontal real axis and y is the corresponding point over the vertical imaginary axis. The unit of imaginary number i is defined in Equation (2) [2, 3, 9] :
Fractal is also viewed as fragmental geometric shape that is a never-ending complex pattern. Driven by recursion, fractal is an image of dynamic systems created interactively from almost similar smaller components by repeating a simple process over and over in an on-going feedback loop [4] . Recently, fractals are presenting an example of a chaotic system, where a totally new image can be generated by only changing the initial parameters of the system [2, 8] . Among the available fractal sets, we are mainly interested in Mandelbrot as well as Julia fractal sets [10, 11] . Example on image generated by Mandelbrot and Julia fractal sets is shown by Figure 3 .
Julia fractal set is the set of repeated points over complex plane generated by Equation (3):
Where Zn, C are complex numbers. Similarly, Mandelbrot fractal set is the set of points on a complex plane that are generated by Equation (4):
Where Z0=0 and C is a complex number. Typically, the fractal image is generated by applying Equations (1) and (2) 
Literature Review
Several schemes were presented to enhance the quality and security of steganographic primitives. In [4, 9] , a steganographic technique is proposed based on Exact Matches algorithm (EM) between the values of image pixels and the secret information as shown in Figure 4 . This technique creates a Random Key-Dependent Data (RKDD) to be utilised as a part of the separating procedure. However, this steganographic technique overcomes the limitation of LSB capacity and low robustness. We found that proper statistical analysis was not conducted. (1)
In [12] , a high capacity image steganography technique based on LSB substitution method is proposed. The method divides the image into two parts. The first part is used for data embedding, where pixels values are changed based on the secret message using LSB substitution technique. The second part is used to show the changes applied to the first part (output). The embedding process starts by dividing the cover image into two segments. The size of the image N=H×W and the secret data is divided into K blocks. The number of hidden bits at each pixel is fixed for the whole image. Now the embedding process hides bit by bit using optimal LSB technique. The second part of the image indicates the changes made in the first part. Starting from the end of the second part, modify the LSB to indicate the modified pixels in the first part. At the end, cover image is combined back again to get the stego-image. At the receiver side, the extraction process compares the original image with the stegoimage and findsthe modified pixels. Hence, the original image must be known to the receiver side. The main limitation of this method I that the receiver must know is the original image and the stego-image, making the stego-image suspected by hackers. In addition, this method works only on gray scale images. The work proposed in [1] is known by the ZeroOrder Hold method (ZOH) for embedding a secret message inside another image. The average of the adjacent pixels in the cover image is taken and checked against the secret message bits. Pixels are kept unchanged if they match the secret message bit value. In the case they don't match, they will be modified to match the secret image values. Test results have shown that ZOH has higher Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values than the traditional LSB method.
Five Modulus Method (FMM) and LSB Substitution is an alternative steganographic approach presented in [5] . Around 75% of the size of the secret message is hidden inside the cover image using Five Modulus Method, while the rest of secret message is hidden inside the cover image using LSB Substitution method.
However, the test results show a good image quality and low computational complexity.
The LSB and the Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT)-based compression is another method presented in [13] . The SPIHT is wavelet based technique which is computationally very fast and is among the best image compression based transmission algorithm. The technique first compresses the message image using the SPIHT algorithm. Consequently, the compressed data is embedded into the cover image using LSB technique. The compressions are made by the wavelet transform and then using the SPIHT coding. In the repossess side, the data is firstly decoded using the LSB method and then decompressed using the SPIHT algorithm. Consequently, inverse wavelet transform is applied to recover the original secret image.
The proposed public steganography in [7] allocates two phases for hiding the secret information. The first phase is to find the shared stego-key between the two communication parties (Alice and Bob) using DiffieHellman protocol. The second phase is responsible for selecting pixels which will be used to find the matches between the secret data block and image pixel using the secret stego-key. Eight bits binary information will be hidden in the selected pixel that depends on the matching method. These eight bits will be compared respectively with the selected RGB pixel's bytes, red, green and blue values to produce one dimensional array with 2 bit binary values as 00, 01, 10 and 11.
Upon studying the existing steganographic schemes, we found that they follow the traditional concept which relies on hiding data inside a cover image using different techniques. We also found that these schemes might be subjected to several statistical attacks and limited data to hide.
Steganographic Scheme based on Fractals
In this paper, we proposed an alternative scheme that aims at producing unchanged image which satisfies the robustness and boundless capacity criteria of secure steganography. The proposed scheme operates by locating all exact matches between the values of the secret information and the Mandelbrot-Julia Fractal sets. Our scheme is designed to overcome the drawback of existing steganographic schemes which suffer from limited hiding capacity and low robustness. The proposed steganographic scheme is composed of three major phases. The first phase is responsible for applying Mandelbrot-Julia Fractal set-based public key exchange protocol to generate shared secret stego-key. The second phase supports hiding secret information to generate the key stream by collecting the matched values between the secret value and Mandelbrot-Julia set items, whereas the third phase supports data extraction. Figure 5 presents the overall structure of the proposed steganographic scheme.
Our scheme generates an image that represents a Mandelbrot-Julia curve with a set of points. Each point represents a character of 8-bits. Sender and receiver share a secret key that specifies the iteration numbers. In turn, the iteration number is responsible for generating specific points on the curve. Accordingly, the receiver can easily extract back the hidden data by re-iterating the Mandelbrot-Julia equations using the shared secret values.
 Phase1: Public-Key exchange protocol based With reference to Figure 5 , the sender (Alice) and the receiver (Bob) share the secret stego-key over insecure medium. In this regard, we are adopting the Fractal key exchange protocol proposed in [2] in order to achieve this objective. The fractal-based key exchange protocol relies on implementing the following set of Equations (5), (6) , and (7):
Where Zi, C, e, d are complex numbers and k, n are the number of iterations. Note that the global value C is known to the public. On the other hand, the variables d and n are defined as Alice's private values, while the variables k and e are defined as Bob's private values. Alice and Bob private values are then used in Mandelbrot function to produce Alice and Bob public keys, such as ( ) and( ), respectively. The public values are then exchanged such that the secret key is shared in the form of key( ) = ( ) between the two communicating parties. In our model, the stego-key is denoted by (Z0). The architecture of the fractal-based key exchange protocol is illustrated in Figure 6 .  Phase 3: Data Extraction In data extraction phase, the receiver aims at recovering the original secret message from the Julia fractal set. To achieve this, the stego-key value is used as Z0 to start Julia's
Equation (3). Consequently, the key stream is isolated from the Julia set to recover the secret data as shown in Algorithm (2) .The exact matching between the secret data and pixels' values is considered while processing the given image. The sender and the receiver should iterate the fractal equations initialised by the shared secret key to match the secret information values. 
Results and Discussion
Testing the proposed scheme in this paper is mainly based on statistical and performance analysis. The core of the scheme relies on generating key values that should be statistically secure against statistical attacks. In terms of the performance analysis, the execution time of the related processes is presented. Unlike traditional steganographic schemes, imperceptibility is not tested since our stego-image is generated during the data hiding process without the need of using cover images. In addition, the hiding capacity is unlimited since it is not bounded of any cover image as in traditional schemes.
Statistical analysis demonstrates the strength of steganographic scheme against possible statistical attacks, which depends on detecting levels of correlations between the generated complex numbers from Mandelbrot iterations. This analysis starts by introducing the correlation test to examine the correlation properties between all the points distributed over the Mandelbrot-Julia curve.
Each point on Mandelbrot-Julia curve is represented by x and y value, where x is the real number and y is the imaginary number on the plane. The combination of both x and y represents a point in the MandelbrotJulia curve. The purpose of this test is to show that small changes in the initial value of the variable C, which is used in Equations (3) and (4), results into a completely uncorrelated set of points on the Mandelbrot-Julia curves. We have tested the correlation properties of huge data sets which includes 10000 points on the curve using the initial C values in our experiment that is represented in Table 2 .The distribution of the generated values over the Mandelbrot-Julia curve is illustrated in Figure 7 . With reference to the results presented in Table 1 , one can clearly show that all the correlations values between different generated points over the Mandelbrot curves are very close to zero, therefore the generated points from the Mandelbrot iterations are uncorrelated. Note that minor changes made in the initial value of C could result into totally uncorrelated values.
From the other perspective, the statistical analysis showed that the mean and standard deviation of all generated real numbers of the complex number are drawn from the same distribution. Similarly, all imaginary numbers are drawn from the same distribution. However, the results show that both real numbers and imaginary numbers are drawn from two different distributions as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 . Specifying the type of distribution is essential to assure that the generated points are not biased to specific region in the distribution. To examine the type of distribution, the histogram analysis is applied. Figure 10 shows the histogram analysis applied on the real and imaginary numbers generated from the seven data sets.
The histogram analysis shows that the real numbers and imaginary numbers of all points on MandelbrotJulia curves are symmetric with respect to the mean value. This indicates that the values are drawn from a uniform distribution and they are not biased to specific region. Moreover, the data is tested against the uniform distribution using QQ plotting to support our findings as illustrated in Figure 11 . Table 1 . Correlation test on the generated mandelbrot points. QQ plotting between the actual and theoretical quantiles of the uniform distribution shows a straight line passing through the origin. This shows that the values are drawn from uniform distribution.
The results show that both the real and imaginary values of all points on Mandelbrot-Julia curves are drawn from uniform distributions. Statistical t-test is carried out to examine the statistical relation between real and imaginary values among all sets in terms of the mean values of each data set. This is important as statistical attacks might take advantage of any possible relation between generated values. The correlation analysis on the shared secret key values of Fractal key exchange protocol is also examined. We have calculated 256 attempts using Equation (7) to test the correlation properties of the shared key values. The correlation tests are based on changing the sender's private keys values of 128 times on both the key e and the private key n. Table 3 . Initial values of C to control mandelbrot-Julia sets. The correlation coefficient tests are carried out by changing only one bit of the keys at time ti. The key e is initialised by 1 and then is incremented by 1 at ti+1. Similarly, the key n is initialised by 3 and incremented by 1 at ti+1. The average correlation test between two adjacent points of the secret key's values is found to be 0.123898, which indicates that there is no correlation between the distributed points of the secret shared key value. Hence, attacking the secret and shared keys is not possible statistically. Figures 12 and 13 show the distribution of the input key values and the output shared key values respectively. Performance-wise, the experiment shows that each generated image may have around 10000 points on a curve. Each point represents a character of 8-bits. Accordingly, we can store about 80000 bits in an image having a dimension of about 500x333. The processing time of each point on the Mandelbrot-Julia curve takes about 2ns on a platform of Intel Core i7® processor and a memory of 4GB.
From the security perspective, the scheme was found secure against brute-force attacks, as this is one of the possible attacks on our scheme. The search space is found to be greater than (2 13 ) 2 3 = 2 104 , for 10000 points on the curve represented by 8 bits.
Conclusions
The ultimate objective of this study was to develop an alternative concept for steganographic schemes. Existing schemes are found subjective to several security and statistical attacks as they rely on hiding a text in a cover image. This concept was modified in our proposed scheme to introduce new concept for hiding data.
The experiment results showed that the generated points over the curve are uncorrelated statistically. The results also showed that the generated secret and shared keys are statistically secure. From the security perspective, the scheme was found secure against brute-force attacks.
From the security perspective, the scheme was found secure against brute-force attacks. The search space is found to be (2 13 ) 2 3 = 2 104 .
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